
BOWL CANADA CUP SINGLES 
Bowl Canada and Bowl Ontario 5 Pin are proud to announce the introduction of the Bowl Canada Cup Singles 

tournament, an elite-level 5 Pin singles event that leads to a National Championship. 

Ontario will be sending one (1) representative to the National Championships being held in Edmonton, Alberta July 7 & 

8, 2018. All travel and accommodation expenses will be paid by Bowl Canada. 

HOW TO QUALIFY 

There are two options by which a bowler can qualify for the Provincial Finals: 

1) Direct-buy into the provincial finals 

2) Advance via a House Qualification Round 

OPTION #1: DIRECT-BUY 

The cost to Direct-Buy into the provincial finals is $90.00/bowler (includes lineage). 

Bowlers interested in a direct-buy can either register through their bowling centre, or by contacting Bowl Ontario 5 Pin 

directly (Email: info@bowlontario.ca, Phone: 905-940-8200). 

OPTION #2: HOUSE QUALIFICATION 

If your bowling centre is holding a house qualification round, you may choose to qualify for the Provincial Finals through 

this method. 

One in every five bowlers that compete will advance to the provincial finals. A centre must have at least 5 bowlers to 

hold a House Final. 

Example: 5 bowlers = 1 bowler advances; 8 bowlers = 1 bowler advances; 10 bowlers = 2 bowlers advance; 15 bowlers = 3 

bowlers advance, etc, in multiples of 5. 

It is at the Bowling Centre’s discretion as to the date and format of their House Final. 

PROVINCIAL FINALS 

LOCATION: Echo Bowl, Brantford 

DATE:   Saturday, May 12, 2018 

TIME:   Registration opens at 11:00 AM, Competition to begin at 12:00 PM 

FORMAT:  5 game qualification + stepladder final. Men and Women will compete in the same division, with the 

winner of the stepladder advancing to the National Championships. 

PRIZES:  $2,000 GUARANTEED PRIZE FUND (1st: $1,500, 2nd: $500) 

  EXPENSES PAID TRIP TO NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS: JULY 7&8, 2018, EDMONTON, ALBERTA 

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

This event is open to all league bowlers bowling in a participating Bowl Canada member centre, and must have bowled a 

minimum of 21 games at time of entry. Bowlers must be domiciled in Canada. 

Bowlers must be nineteen (19) years of age or over at April 1, 2018. Members of Youth Bowl Canada are eligible to 

participate if they meet all eligibility requirements. 
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